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1. Abstract

The Crown Hill neighborhood is significant in the city as a mid nineteenth-century residential development 
area that is still distinguished by its original street and subdivision plans and period domestic architecture.  
The neighborhood was originally part of land owned in the early 1700s by Major Daniel Ward that 
extended west from Main Street to what is now Newbury Street between Pleasant and Austin Streets.    In 
1818 Benjamin Butman bought this 30-acre hillside tract from John Bush and his sons Jonas and Richard 
and hired the Boston engineer R. H. Eddy to survey it. Eddy’s 1836 subdivision plan for “Park Hill,” 
named for the park laid out in the middle of  block between Oxford and Crown Streets, featured 30 x 150-
foot lots along three new streets—Irving, Oxford, and Crown—running between Pleasant and Chandler 
streets. Lot sales ranged from $85 to $260, but the area was slow to develop. During the panic of 1837 
Butman’s business failed, and Park Hill was sold off in numerous parcels. Isaac Davis, Worcester’s mayor 
and president of the State Mutual Insurance Company, became the largest property owner in the area.  He 
revised the 1836 plan by removing the park and intensifying the lot coverage, but not until the 1850s did 
the neighborhood begin to build up with the large and ornate homes of Worcester’s middle class.  Other 
prominent real estate developers of the period pushed the envelope of the neighborhood west and south.  
The builders Samuel P. and Leonard S. Harrington laid out and sold lots on Congress and Chatham streets, 
and Francis H. Dewey, together with the Harringtons platted lots on Newbury, Quincy and Austin streets.  
(Dewey would also play a significant role in the spread of development west into the Piedmont 
neighborhood west of Crown Hill.

Industrialization expanded and diversified the city’s population, a change reflected in the course of Crown 
Hill’s history.  The neighborhood felt the decline of Worcester’s fortunes in the twentieth century and in 
the 1970s became the target area for an ambitious revitalization project, one of the first to use the funding 
from the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974.  Coordinated by the Crown Hill 
Development Committee, a façade project was instituted to reverse the deterioration and abandonment of 
historic buildings in the neighborhood.  The city invested community development funds to stem the 
decline of buildings and infrastructure.  The Worcester Heritage Society (now Preservation Worcester) 
created a revolving loan fund to support rehabilitation work.  The society also began to purchase 
abandoned buildings to stabilize and resell with covenants.  The core of this neighborhood was listed as a 
historic district on the National Register of Places in 1976, and the district was expanded in 1980.  The 
effort has resulted in the renaissance of this significant grouping of mid nineteenth-century architecture in 
Worcester.

Neil Larson was the primary documentarian on this project, although he was ably assisted by Jill Fisher of 
Larson Fisher Associates and Kathryn Grover of Brownsville, Vermont, an associate of the firm.



2. Methodology

Survey Objectives
The objectives of the project were to bring the level of documentation in the Crown Hill neighborhood and 
the Oxford-Crown National Register Historic District up to a more current and comprehensive level and 
provide the basis for determining a local historic district and, possibly, expanding the existing National 
Register historic district.  Many of these properties could qualify for preservation incentives, such as the 
MHC Preservation Protection Fund, Federal Investment Tax Credits for Rehabilitation of Historic 
Buildings, Massachusetts Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits or Preservation Worcester’s Revolving Fund 
Program. Larson Fisher & Associates of Woodstock completed new inventory forms for 117 properties in 
the area, which together with existing forms, covers nearly all of the area subsequently proposed for a local 
historic district.

Assessment of Previous Research
Many of the historic properties have already been recorded on MHC area forms. However, this work was 
largely done in the 1970s when the Oxford-Crown Historic District was listed on the National Register (the 
district was expanded in 1980; see attached map), and at a level of documentation that is considered 
inadequate by today’s standards.  Publications on Worcester’s historic architecture have addressed the 
construction histories of Crown Hill’s houses only cursorily.  The Crown Hill Neighborhood Association 
has recorded construction dates and original owners of homes on Crown, Oxford and Congress streets, 
evidently identified in deed searches, in a series of recurring house tour booklets.  Most are accurate, but 
little detail has been provided.  As a result, with the exception of a few properties that have been added to 
the inventory in more recent city-wide surveys, all extant historic buildings warrant further documentation.  
This is particularly important within the existing historic district where this documentation is critical for 
preservation planning, as well in a larger area proposed for local designation over which the Worcester 
Historical Commission will have design review jurisdiction.

Numerous studies have been published about Worcester’s important industrial and social history.  Some of 
these reflect on architecture and physical community development.  The context study for Worcester’s 
ethnic communities remains an important source, as do publications about communities published by the 
Worcester Historical Museum.  The three-decker survey generated a good deal of community interest with 
booklets and articles issued on the types, periods and styles of these distinctive Worcester landmarks. Of 
course, the most informative source for survey projects are the unique Worcester House Directories that 
provide a census of heads of households and their occupations, as well as owner and assessment data for 
every building in the city beginning in 1888.  This data is valuable for determining the function and socio-
cultural composition of buildings.  This is particularly useful in assessing the significance of worker 
dwellings, apartment houses and commercial buildings. 

Selection Criteria
The selection criteria was based on reconciling the number of properties specified in the scope of services, 
“approximately 112,” with the actual number of parcels in the study area.  The first step was to delete 
vacant parcels and those containing non-historic buildings, as well as historic properties where a 
satisfactory level of historic documentation was recorded on existing MHC inventory forms.  The next step 
was to make a reconnaissance of the survey area and assess the boundaries.   

Boundaries for a study area were delineated by the City of Worcester’s Office of Economic & 
Neighborhood Development on the north to include properties on the south side of Pleasant Street, except 
between Ashland and West streets where the north side of the street was included as well; on the east to 
include properties on the east side of Irving Street; on the south to include properties on the north side of 
Chandler Street; and on the west to include properties on the east side of Piermont Street. (See attached 
map.)
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The study area was reduced in size by excluding properties on the north side of Chandler Street, which 
were more commercial and more recent than those characteristic of the Crown Hill neighborhood, and by 
excluding properties on Hawley and Piedmont streets, which are better associated with the development 
history of the Piedmont neighborhood than the Crown Hill neighborhood.  Pleasant, Irving, Austin and 
Newbury streets best represent the periphery of Crown Hill, both topographically and developmentally.  
This reduction of the area brought the number of properties needing to be further documented close to 
“approximately 112.”

The revised boundary included properties on the north side of Pleasant Street that had been excluded from 
the original survey area based on the reasoning that they were appropriate historic types that contributed to 
the Pleasant Street streetscape.  This also recognizes that having only one side of a street in a historic 
district is counterintuitive to the idea of a district. Two historic houses on Ashland street north of Pleasant 
Street had been included in the original survey area; they were retained because more recent development 
beyond them created a hard boundary line.  Two historic houses on the west side of Linden Street north of 
Pleasant Street were added for the same reason.  Yet a historic house on the east side of West Street north 
of Pleasant was deleted from the survey area because it was part of a group of historic houses on West and 
Cottage streets that should be assessed as part of another neighborhood north of Pleasant Street, which is 
outside the Crown Hill context.        

All but four properties on Pleasant Street in the northwest corner of the revised survey area were 
documented in this project.

Procedures followed in the preparation of survey forms
The Crown Hill Neighborhood Historic Properties Survey used current MHC criteria and methodology as 
defined in Historic Properties Survey Manual:  Guidelines for the Identification of Historic and 
Archaeological Resources in Massachusetts (1992), Survey Technical Bulletin #1 (1993) and MHC Interim 
Survey Guideline Revisions (March 1999, et seq.).  The method and products of the survey will the 
Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for Identification (1983, copies available from the 
MHC).

The survey addressed the full range of cultural resources within the project area.  It recorded historic 
patterns of land use, economic development, social and demographic history, and events that had an impact 
on the local community.  Ethnic and cultural diversity, which is fundamental to the social history of 
Worcester, was important in the analysis.   

These steps were followed in the generating the MHC building and area forms
• visual inspection of building from exterior
• photograph building, minimum 2 color digital exterior views of visible elevations; label images
• review local histories, directories, maps, building records and other known sources in known 

repositories for references to building and owners; deed searches undertaken only in cases where 
needed to establish construction dates (see attached bibliography)

• complete draft version of MHC Forms A & B as directed by instructions
• locate on project base map
• evaluate for National Register eligibility
• submit forms, attachments and eligibility determinations to MHC
• revise as necessary and prepare final forms

Survey Results
Crown Hill is a well-known historic neighborhood for which little needs to be done to establish or justify 
its significance.  About half of the neighborhood has already been listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places.  Yet, the current historic district focuses on its oldest and most stylish core at the top of the 
hill.  While not the most grand in design, Crown Hill represents the most important collection of Greek 
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Revival-style domestic architecture in Worcester.  This survey documented dozens of buildings of lesser 
design and later date that combine to provide a longer view of the neighborhood’s development and a 
better sense of its economic, ethnic and social diversity.  Bringing Crown Hill into Worcester’s heyday at 
the turn of the century and through the neighborhood’s decline and revitalization in the mid- and late-20th 
century, the survey has helped to flesh out its history and integrate it with the historical cycles of the city as 
a whole.

3. Street Index of Inventoried Properties

See attached table

4. List of National Register Eligible Properties

All the properties inventoried are either listed on or eligible for listing on the National Register as part of a 
historic district.  See boundaries indicated on attached map.

5. Further Study Recommendations
• More detailed deed research and mapping to more fully document the land and subdivision history 

underlying the neighborhood
• More detailed deed research to verify construction dates and first owners of houses, particularly 

oldest houses on the top of Crown Hill
• More research to identify builders and associate them with more buildings
• More detailed architectural documentation of buildings, particularly floor plans to reveal, for 

example, mid-19th-century innovations in organization of rooms in single-family townhouses and 
the utilization of interior space in early two-family houses

• Economic, occupational and ethnic mapping at various periods in the late 19th and 20th centuries
• Economic, social and racial characteristics of the community in decline during the mid-20th 

century
• Archive materials and document the revitalization movement in late 20th century
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THE SURVEY DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC AT THE CITY 
OF WORCESTER OFFICE OF ECONOMIC& NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT, 44 FRONT 
STREET, SUITE 510 AND AT PRESERVATION WORCESTER, 10 CEDAR STREET.
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